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Oasis - Cloudburst
Tom: A

   Chords used:

E
A        (x02220)
A        (x02230)
Dbm  (x46654)
D        (xx0232)

Riff played during Intro and Verses:

b= bend ( 6b7 means bend string at 6th fret to play the note
the string
would play at the 7th fret without being bent)
r= release ( 6b7r6 means bend at 6th fret to make note of 7th
fret, then
release string to make note of 6th fret.)
h= hammer on
p= pull off

Verse 1
-------
[NOTE: play chords below along with above riff]
     E                     A
Wake up, there's a new day dawning
             E                        A
I think I'll take a little walk for a while
       E                     A
I need shades cos the sun is blinding
          E                 A
And I can see for miles and miles
           E                A
Yeah I can feel the earth beneath me
      E              A
I lie down we are as one
     E                    A
They look but they cannot find me
    E                       A
I'm off and heading for the sun

Pre-Chorus

----------
Dbm             A      Dbm                       A
    I'm getting colder,    I feel a chill in the air
Dbm                         A
    There's a change in the weather
Dbm                Abm
    Here it comes again,
              A        E
    now I can feel the rain

Chorus
-------
    D                       D                    D
The wind that brings on the change  is taking me over
    D                       D
The wind that brings on the rain    is making me older

[back to verse riff, using same chords as Verse 1]

Verse 2
-------
Downtown, the moon is shining, I'm gonna dress it up in style
My business everybody's minding, I need to get away for a
while

Pre-Chorus
----------
I'm getting colder, I feel a chill in the air
There's a change in the weather
Here it comes again, now I can feel the rain  [play pre-chorus
riff]

Chorus
------
The wind that brings on the change is taking me over
The wind that brings on the rain
is making me older   [NOTE:all other instruments besides lead
guitar stop]

[NOTE:resume background music]

Acordes


